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1. analyses, partial matching techniques, as well as cluster,
and classificationanalysis.

Business 'data is large and mast a triple-parameter symmetric circular graph layout to
to be directly Usually the represent the source, and destination

operations consist of many and and attributes
every data may take a path the a process flow matrix to link multiple circular graphs

In we show a process schema. together show the important of the business
this process is a very simple realistic process operations.

In the credit card analysisexample shown in Figure webusiness at least 10times

may use a clustering algorithm to identify customer purchase

get purchase
data

fraud issuer and
sales type; and present them in to the fraud
amount as shown in Figure 2.

Our technique has been designed to for large volumes of
complex business process data. The automatic analysis
determines the important relationships and the visualization
shows the detected relationships. contrast to Parallel
Coordinate displays [I], we restrict the visualization to three

in one circular display and multiple displays are
linked to show more than 3 parameters. In addition, we adapt a
new layout to give more weight to important data values.

Figure A Fraud AnalysisProcess 3. The Weighted Circular Graph Layout
In order to give important information more attention, we.
&fine a weight function for the nodes.This weight function
allocates more space for important nodes and is realized by a
weighted radian as shown in Figure 3. The weight

of a node depends on a fourth attribute A.
We &fine the weight by the ratio of attribute A and the
sum of all attributes

Our Approach
In this poster, we introduce a new interactive visualization
technique to reduce data complexity by abstracting the most
critical which influencebusiness operations.

Our technique uses three basic components:
a business parameter correlationmatrix to determinethe
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Figure 2: Fraud Business Analysis
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4.2 ITService Analysis

4. Applications

3: process flows,-and the causeof the

5.

In IT service analysis, analysts interested in the cause of
unfulfilled or the impact of on

Many research efforts have focused on how to
the business data, as logged by services,

intovaluable In this application, the
Level Objectives) status indicates the probability of a service
becoming (violated),with0 being the most probable
and 4 being the least probable. data contains 10,061
service transactions with 50 most
critical parameters are time, search time, month, day,
and hour. shows IT search time distribution,

In this we reduce the complexity of business process
analysis by abstracting the most critical which
influence business operations. We them in multiple

circular graphs. Our real world applications
show significant of techniques in business
processanalysis.

A., B.: a Tool for
Multi-Dimemiom1

CA, 1990.

show a ofIT
4A is the three critical and Searchtime) fromthecorrelation and are
correlated as by nearly parallel lines except some outliers low to Lintswith the

are colored red. 4 has the highest searchtime(morered, pink, burgundy) m 4A.

4E-4H the sequence of search time (month,day,andhour)
4E a circular to show the time dependency. The in arelinkedto by the flow processmatrix. analyst
on 4 in 4B 4F are generated, showing that 4 with times, seenby the blue
the analyst clicks on 0 in 4C and 4 0 are generated, showing that 0 associateswith lower times, as by the and
green colors.

4D and 4H showthecauseof outliers
4D 4H are generatedwhen the analyst clicks on day 2 search time-morered in Figure 4E. All are out. The analyst

on the linesend nodes (connected day 21 to month 9,and -14) to drill to the record
as availability.

Figure 4 Service Process
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